McDufFs construction C±(M) of a space of positive and negative particles is modified to a space C ±(R °°, X), which is weakly homotopy equivalent to U^X^X, for a locally equi-connected, nondegenerately based space X.
Introduction. Over the past few years, attempts have been made to approximate function spaces with more well-behaved combinatorial models. The greatest immediate success occurred in the case of the «-fold loop space Í2"2"A, where X is connected and nondegenerately based. Here J. P. May [6] , G. Segal [8] , and others found relatively simple constructions which were homotopy equivalent to the desired space. These are all equivalent to the space C(R", X) of finite point sets in R" parametrized by X. It was considered a drawback that the connectivity is actually necessary; for nonconnected X (e.g., S°) tt0(C(R", X)) is not even a group anymore. However, in [8] Segal managed to prove that if one adjoins "homotopy inverses" to C(R", A"), one does indeed obtain the homotopy type of W^X. In what was apparently an effort to do so on the space level, D. McDuff studied a space of "positive and negative particles" with cancellation. She found instead that the resulting space has the wrong homotopy type, and presents her findings about this space and C(M) in [7] .
In 1978, the present author together with S. Waner began to try making up an actual homotopical approximation to ß"S", and came up with a functor Cn and in particular a space C"(S°) which may be described as the space of "signed subcubes of R" modulo mergings along a single coordinate". (I am grateful to Nigel Ray for this concise description.) This does have the proper homotopy type, but both the construction and the proof are far more delicate than we had suspected at first, and the result in [1] is a little hard to use.
However, while examining the possibility of a homotopical splitting of CnX along the lines of [2] , the present author noticed that the case « = oo of C±(R") actually does yield iïxS°°. Since this is a basically simpler construction than CX(S°), it was desirable to know if this could be extended to approximate n°°2°°A" for nonconnected X. This is the subject of the present work. The following proposition is what one might expect to be true and is technically significant. Recall that a space is said to be locally equi-connected (LEC) if the diagonal map A: A -> A X lisa cofibration (see [3] , [4] ). Proposition 1. Suppose M is LEC, and X and X' are nondegenerately based LEC spaces. Then if f: I-»í'ís<! weak homotopy equivalence, so is C ±(idA4,f).
The proof is deferred to the end.
2. The homotopical approximation. We start off with the necessary lemmas from basic homotopy theory. The proof is trivial by consideration of the "mapping telescope" construction (see [5] ) on {fA and {g"}; namely one has a homotopy equivalence 
Lemma 2 shows that lim /!" is weakly equivalent to lim ß,a,. But lim ß,a, = lim ai+, ß" which is weakly equivalent to lim ß". □
We are now ready to prove the main theorem.
Theorem 4. If X is LEC and nondegenerately based, then C±(RX, X) is weakly homotopy equivalent to QX.
Proof. In particular, this is true for the case where X has the homotopy type of a CW-complex (see [4] ).
In [7] , McDuff claims that C±(R", X) is weakly equivalent to ñ"(2"A X 2"A"/A2nA-),
where A2"A is the diagonal {(x, x)|x G 2"A"} in 2"A X 2"A. Denote this loop space by T*X. The suspension map E: Q,"aZ"X ->ñn+12"+1A' induces a map e:
rnA^r" + 1A", and the inclusion B"<^B"+1 induces a map C±(R", X)^> C ±(Rn+ ', A). McDuff's approximation is sufficiently natural that the diagram C±(Rn,X) 5. T"X i i c±(Rn+x,x) 2> r"+1A"
commutes. Hence C ±(R °°, X) at lim T"X.
As in [7] , one notes that if e: 2"A X 2"A" -» ñ2"+1A is given by e(a, b) = Ea + (-Eb), then e is null-homotopic when restricted to A = A2"Ar. Hence it induces a map ë: C(A) = (2"A X 2"A") u, CA^ß2"+1A"
where CA is the cone on A, and the attaching map /' identifies the base of the cone with the subspace A. But as 2^ is a CW-complex, it is LEC (by the result of [4] ) and the map C(A) -h> ZZ"X X 2"A/A induced by collapsing CA to a point is a homotopy equivalence. Thus there is a unique factorization (up to homotopy) of S2"eas S2"(2"A X 2"A)^.S2"(2nA X 2"A'/A)iß''+12n+,A\ Let t": ñ"2"A" -> T"X be given by in(a) = (a, 0). Then as in [7] , y" ° i" cs 2?. of the form (1) from Fk and F'k, where the map of pushouts is already a weak equivalence on the three corners which form the pushout, by the induction hypothesis. Hence the homotopy invariance of weak equivalences under pushouts by cofibrations [5] allows us to conclude that FtJ -* FA is a weak equivalence. By passage to limits, the proposition follows. □
